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Abstract. In the presence of rapid fermion-number violation due to nonperturbative elec-

troweak effects certain relations between the baryon number of the Universe and the lepton

numbers of the Universe are predicted. In some cases the electron-neutrino asymmetry is

exactly specified in terms of the baryon asymmetry. Without introducing new particles--

beyond the usual quarks and leptons--it is necessary that the Universe possess a nonzero

value of B - L prior to the epoch of fermion-number violation if baryon and lepton asym-

metries are to survive. Contrary to intuition, even though electroweak processes violate

B + L, a nonzero value of B + L persists after the epoch of rapid fermion-number violation.

If the Standard model is extended to include lepton-number violation, for example through

M_:jorana neutrino masses, then electroweak processes will reduce the baryon number to

zero even in the presence of an initial B - L unless 20ML > x/TB-LmpI where M L sets the

'scale of lepton number violation and TB_ L is the temperature at which a B-L asymmetry

is produced. In many models this implies that neutrinos must be so light that they cannot

cannot contribute appreciably to the mass density of the Universe.
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I. Introduction

Baryogenesis is one of the most attractive and compelling ideas to emerge from the

study of early Universe cosmology. Nonequilibrium processes that violate B, C, and CP

allow the Universe to develop a net baryon number, usually at very early times, t < 10 -a4

sec. 1 The possibility that electroweak processes involving sphaleron configurations might

lead to very rapid baryon and lepton number violation shortly after the electroweak phase

transition (T ,-_ 100 - 300 GeV) 2 has raised the specter that the baryon asymmetry of the

Universe might be washed away, rendering baryogenesis impotent. Electroweak baryon-

number violation arises due to the fact that baryon number is anomalous; because B - L

is anomaly free, a baryon number that is produced can be "protected" if it has a nonzero

projection onto B - L. This point has been discussed in Refs. 3.

Since sphaleron processes conserve B - L and violate B + L, one might have thought

that they would leave the Universe with B + L = 0, thereby making the simple prediction

that

B= (B-L)i L=-B= (B-L),
2 2 '

where subscript i refers to the asymmetry that existed before fermion-number violation

becomes important. (This is basically the conclusion reached in Refs. 3.) In fact, the

situation is more complicated: Sphaleron processes only involve the left-handed fields, and

the charge neutrality of the Universe must be preserved. Steps toward taking these facts

into account were made in Refs. 4 and 5, but we believe the analysis is still incomplete.

In addition, it has also been argued that fermion-number violating processes are also

important at temperatures above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, although they

are no longer amenable to a semi-classical analysis in terms of sphaleron configurations. 6

Moreover, if the B - L asymmetry needed to ensure that a baryon asymmetry survives is

generated dynamically, rather than being imposed as an initial condition, then there may

be residual B - L violating interactions at energies below the scale at which the B - L

asymmetry is initially produced. When considered along with electroweak violation of

B + L, such interactigns will drive the baryon number rapidly to zero. Since the dominant

B - L violating operator at low-energies is the dimension-five operator responsible for

Majorana neutrino masses, 7 this can impose a very interesting and stringent constraint on

neutrino masses and the scale at which the B - L asymmetry is generated, s

In this paper we will derive the equilibrium relations between B and L that arise in

the presence of rapid fermion-number violation, at temperatures both above and below

that of electroweak-symmetry breaking. We will also discuss the constraint that rapid

fermion-number violation places on neutrino masses.



II. An Exercise in Equilibrium Thermodyanmics

Particle asymmetries are most conveniently expressed in terms of chemical potentials.

For simplicity we will use Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics for all particle species, and we will

assume that all species can be treated as being ultrarelativistic. At temperatures above

the electroweak phase transition (T _ Tc " 300 GeV) this should be an excellent approxi-

mation. At temperatures below the transition, a more careful analysis would include mass

effects and the precise temperature dependence of sphaleron processes. 9 We nonetheless

expect our results to be at least qualitatively correct and they will serve to illustrate the

salient points. The crucial relation between the excess of particle over antiparticle and the

particle's chemical potential is given by

n+ -n_ = _pT 2, (la)

n+-n_ g p= .--- (lb)
s 2g, T'

where n+ is the equilibrium number density of the particle species, n_ that of the CP-

conjugate species, # is the chemical potential of the particle species (-# is the chemical

potential of the CP-conjugate species), g counts the internal degrees of freedom, s -

4g.T3/r 2 is the entropy density, g. counts the total number of relativistic degrees'of

freedom, and we have assumed that ]p/T 1 << 1 (nondegenerate limit; baryon and lepton

chemical potentials are expected to be of order [p[ ,,_ 10-1°T). Provided that there is no

significant entropy production, the entropy density s is proportional to R-3; therefore, the

ratio of any number density to s corresponds to the particle number per comoving volume.

For example, the baryon number is defined as B = (rib -- n_)/s where nb (n_) is the number

density of baryons (antibaryons). From this point forward we will deal exclusively with

chemical potentials; number densities can be obtained from chemical potentials via Eqs.

(1).

The original analysis of nonperturbative, electroweak violation of baryon number was

carried out for temperatures high compared to mw but low compared to the electroweak

phase-transition temperature (To "-' 300 GeV _ T _ mw _- 80 GeV) by a semi-classical

expansion about the sphaleron configuration. 2 Although there have been many technical

objections to this procedure, there seems to be a concensus emerging that the general

picture is indeed valid and that there should be a period of rapid fermion-number violation

(rate F >> H, H is the expansion rate of the Universe) at temperatures of order 100 to 300

GeV. In addition, it seems likely that rapid baryon-number violating processes occur at

temperatures above the electroweak phase-tr_ition temperature as well; however, they
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are not amenable to the same semi-classical analysis. 6 This idea has received recent support

from real-time numerical simulations of high:temperature, electroweak theory, l° We will

therefore analyze the equilibrium distribution of quantum numbers both above and below

the electroweak phase transition. We first restrict ourselves to the Standard model--that

is no B - L violation--a:nd then later discuss the effects of including B - L violating

processes.

The standard model consists of N generations of quarks and leptons, m complex Higgs

doublets, and the usual gauge fields of SU(3)c ® SU(2)L ® U(1)y. For our purposes the

relevant fields are: N left-handed quark doublets (uiL, diL, i = 1 to N); N left-handed

lepton doublets (vi, elL, i = 1 to N); N right-handed quark singlet fields (uin, din, i = 1

to N); N right-handed charged lepton fields (eiR, i = 1 to N); W_:; and m complex Higgs

doublets (¢+, ¢ o and 0.¢i , ¢,, i = 1 to rn). The eight gluon fields and W ° and B ° fields

have vanishing chemical potential and can be ignored for this exercise. The vanishing

chemical potentials for the gIuon fields assures equal chemical potentials for all colors of

quarks. At temperatures above the electroweak phase transition, the W _: will also have

vanishing chemical potential which imposes equality of the chemical potentials for fields in

the same electroweak multiplet.

The chemical potentials are assigned as follows: #w for W-; #0 for all rn ¢0 Higgs

fields; #_ for all ¢- Higgs fields; P_L for all the left-handed up quark fields; #_R for all

the right-handed up quark fields; PdL for all the left-handed down quark fields; Pdn for all

the right-handed down quark fields; pi for the !eft-handed neutrino fields; #i/_ for the left-

handed charged lepton fields; and pin for the right-handed charged lepton fields. Cabbibo

mixing should maintain the equality of the various up-quark states and down-quark states

respectively. We also assume that mixing between the rn Higgs doublets maintains the

equality of their chemical potentials. In the absence of flavor,mixing neutrino interactions

(e.g., due to neutrino masses) the lepton generations will not in general have equal chemical

potentials; if there are rapid fiavor-mixing interactions then: #iL = #L, Pin = PR, and

#i = #/3. In all, there are 7 + 3N chemical potentials; fortunately thermodynamical

equilibrium imposes a number of relations between them.

Recall that whenever a reaction is occurring rapidly--in the early Universe the criterion

is rate F ::_ H--the sum of the chemical potentials of the incoming particles is equal to

that of the outgoing particles. Rapid electroweak interactions in the early Universe enforce

the following equilibrium relations among the chemical potentials:

uw = u- + t0 (w- ¢- + ¢0);

#dL = PuL + PW (W- _ fiL +dL);

(2a)

(2b)
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T

/t i L -- /t i "Jr/tW

#uR = lAO+ #uL

#dR = --#0 + /tW + #uL

lAiR = --�tO +/tW + #i

(W- _ ViL+ e,L); (2c)

(¢o _ aL+ _R); (2d)

(¢o _ dL + dR); (2_)

(¢° _ _,L+ _,R). (2f)

By the use of these relations we can express all of the chemical potentials in terms of

3 + N chemical potentials: #w, /t0, /tuL, and /ti. In addition it will prove convenient to

define the sum of the neutrino chemical potential: /t - )-'_i/ti. The electroweak B + L

anomaly implies the existence of processes that correspond to the creation of a "nL v"

state from each generation out of the vacuum. Here nL v is shorthand for ULdLdLVL.

We will refer to such vacuum transitions as "sphaleron processes," even if they occur at

high temperatures and do not involve the true sphaleron saddle-point solution. So long

as sphaleron interactions are rapid the following relation among the chemical potentials is

enforced:

N(IAuL+ 2lA_L)+ _lA, = 0; (3a)
i

or equivalently

3NIA,L + 2NIAw + lA= 0. (3b)

Now let us express the baryon, lepton, charge, and/3 (third component of weak isospin)

number densities in terms of our set of chemical potentials:

B = N(lAuL +/tuR) + N(/tdL +/tdR) = 4NlAuL + 2NIAw; (4)

Z _-- E(lAi "]- lAiL "b IAIR) "-- 3lA "b 2NlAW -- NIAo; (5)
i

Q = 2N(lAuL + #uR) -- N(/tdL +/tdR) -- E(lAiL +/tiR) -- 2/tW -- m#_,

i

= 2N/tuL - 2/t - (4N + m + 2)lAw + (4N + m)/to; (6)

1 E(lA i __ lAiL)- 2lAW -- "_(lAO +/t-),Q3 = (lAuL -)r lAuR) +
i

= -(2N + m/2 + 2)lAw. (7)

a. T2Tc

Above the critical temperature both Q and Q3 must be zero; the latter immediately

implies that law = 0.11 Further, by using Q = 0 and the relation implied by sphaleron
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transitions both B and L can be-expressed in terms of a single chemical potential (taken

to be P,,L):
28N 2 + 9Nm

B = 4N_uL L = 4N + m PuL. (8)

Prom these, the following relations can be derived:

B + L = 12N + 5m (B - L); (9a)
44N + 13m

16N + 4m
B= (B- L); (9b)

44N + 13m

28N + 9m (B- L). (9c)
L = -44N + 13m

We have expressed the various asymmetries in terms of B- L because B-L is conserved by

all electroweak interactions including those of sphalerons. It is very interesting to see that

in spite of the fact that sphaleron transitions violate B + L, thermodynamic equilibrium

requires a nonzero value of B + L.

b.T_Tc

Below the critical temperature Q must still be zero, but it is no longer necessary for

Q3 to be zero since SU(2)L has been broken. However, due to the vacuum condensate of

¢0 Higgs bosons, #0 must be equal to zero. Again it follows that both B and L can be

expressed in terms of a single chemical potential (again taken to be #uL):

B = 16N_ + 4N(m + 2) 32N 2 + 9N(m + 2)
m + 2 _uL; L = - /_uL. (10)m+2

From these, the following relations can be derived:

16N+ 5(m+ 2)(B- L);
B+L= 48N+13(m+2)

(lla)

16N + 4(m + 2)

B = 4TN'+ 1__'2")(B- L);

32N + 9(ra + 2)

L= 48N+13(m+2)(B-L)"

(rib)

(11c)

The relation between B and L for temperatures above the electroweak transition, cf.

Eqs. (9), is the same as a relation appearing in Ref. 12 if we take m = 2, cf. Eq. (4.24).

However, in Ref. 12 it was argued that this relation holds below the phase transition also.

We would argue that the relation between B and L in this regime is given by Eqs. (11)

for the reasons discussed above.



To summarize, at high temperatures, T > Tv, B, L, B - L, and B + L are related

by Eqs. (9)--provided that electroweak fermion-number violating interactions are indeed

rapid. At low temperatures, T _ Tc, a slightly different set of relations are predicted,

cf. Eqs. (ll)--again provided that fermion-number violation is rapid. Ih both instances,

thermal equilibrium requires that B + L ¢x B - L, in spite of the fact that sphaleron

transitions violate B + L.

The relationship between B and L today depends upon the history of electroweak

fermion-number violation. In the simplest scenario, for T >_ Tc baryon and lepton number

are related by Eqs. (9); and for T <_ TG they are related by Eqs. (11). Here, of course,

we are assuming that sphaleron processes are rapid both above and below the electroweak

phase transition. If sphaleron processes are not rapid after the electroweak phase transition,

e.g., if the electroweak phase transition is strongly first order or if they are suppressed by

some mechanism, then the baryon and lepton numbers are today given by Eqs. (9).

In the absence of flavor-changing interactions in the lepton sector, e.g., due to neutrino

masses, there is no prediction about the individual lepton numbers Li. While the total

lepton number L must be of the same magnitude as the baryon number B, it is still possible

that two (or more) of the lepton numbers could be much larger; for example, L_, Lr >> B

with L_ = -L_. 13 If we assume that Li = L/3, then it is possible to predict the lepton

asymmetries of the Universe. For example, suppose that the final relationship between B

and L is given by Eqs. (11), with N = 3 and m = 1. Then we have

1 41

L, = _L = _--_B.

At temperatures much less than Tc sphaleron transitions become impotent (rate F <<

H) and thereafter B and L are effectively conserved. However, weak interactions can

still interconvert protons and neutrons, and electrons and neutrinos: e.g., n + ve _ p +

e- Around the time of primordial nucleosynthesis, t ,-, 1 sec and T ,,_ 1 MeV, the

weak interactions freeze out when the neutron-to-proton ratio is about 1/7. To a good

approximation that ratio stays constant thereafter. 14 This implies that B,,/Bp __ 1/7

where B = B,, + Bp, and Bn is the baryon number residing in neutrons and Bp that in

protons. The lepton number L1 = Le + L_,, and charge neutrality requires that Le = Bp.

From these, we can solve for the asymmetry between electron neutrinos and anti-electron

neutrinos:

Lv = [L_ B 1 ]B _ -1.6B. (12)1+  .lBp
Similar relations hold for other values of N, m, and for T _ Tc. Whether such a prediction

can ever be tested remains to be seen!
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III. Beyond the Standard Model

We have so f_ar assumed that B - L is absolutely conserved. However, if the B - L

asymmetry needed to ensure the survival of a baryon number today is to be generated,

rather than imposed as an initial condition, then B - L must also be violated at some

scale. In fact, in many grand unified theories, such as SO(10) or E6, B - L is promoted

to a gauge symmetry which is then spontaneously broken at some energy scale. Since

B - L is conserved at temperatures above the scale of B - L breaking, it is not possible

for a baryon asymmetry to be produced above the scale of B - L breaking since in the

presence of rapid sphaleron processes B, L oc B - L which must be zero. Once B - L is

spontaneously broken, a nonzero B - L asymmetry can be produced, for example by the

standard "drift and decay" scenario. 1

In many models, a significant sources of L violation arises from the existence of Ma-

jorana neutrino masses. For example, in SO(10), the breaking of B - L will result in a

Majorana mass for the right-handed neutrino field of order the symmetry breaking scale.

The Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 1 will lead to a dimension-five L violating operator

in the low-energy theory given by

/_AL=2 _- _-_-2ILIL¢¢ + h.c., (13)

where IL refers to a left-handed lepton doublet, ¢ is the electroweak Higgs doublet, my is

the mass acquired by the left-handed neutrino after electroweak-symmetry breaking, and

v - 248GeV is the expectation value of the Higgs doublet. If the L violating interactions

induced by this operator occur at a rate faster than the expansion rate, then any B - L

asymmetry--and hence any B asymmetry--will be quickly reduced to zero by the com-

bination of this L violation and sphaleron transitions. This can be shown very easily by

adding the condition

#0 + #i = 0 (14)

to the previous conditions on the chemical potentials, cf. Eqs. (2), (3), (6), and (7). It

then follows that thermal equilibrium requires vanishing chemical potential for all particle

species.

Arranging that rapid sphaleron transitions together with rapid L violation do not

reduce any B - L asymmetry to zero places a stringent constraint on the scale at which L

is violated and the scale at which B - L is produced. The dimension-five operator in Eq.

(13) leads to L violation at a rate given by

1 3 2
T (15)

_3 V 4
i



through the processes VLVL _ ¢0.¢0. and VL¢ ° _ PR¢ °*. Here ai = m_/2rv 4 is the cross

section (which is the same for either process) and ni = n¢ = n_, = T3/r 2. Demanding

that this rate be less than the expansion rate H = 1.67gl./2T2/mp1 __ 20T2/mp] (where

g. ,,_ 100) at temperatures below that at which the the B- L asymmetry is produced

implies

mr < 20 v 2 _ 4eV (16)

JTs_L/IO 1°GeV

= v2/ML where ML is the scale of lepton-number violation then this givesIf we write m_

the constraint

20ML > _/TB-Lrnp1 . (17)

In the simplest scenarios we might expect B - L to be produced through the decay of

a Higgs (or gauge) boson that becomes massive when B - L is spontaneously broken. We

would then expect ML and TB-L to be comparable in which case the previous condition

can be satisfied only if ML is within one or two orders of magnitude of the Planck scale.

This would imply extremely small neutrino masses and would preclude a neutrino species

from contributing significantly to the mass density of the Universe. If the scale ML is

sufficently small for neutrino masses to be in the 20 to 100 eV range for the heaviest

neutrino species, then there must exist some mechanism for producing B - L at relatively

low temperatures TB-L "" l0 s GeV.

(The authors of Ref. 8 derived a much less stringent bound, m,,, < 50 keV, based

upon the same argument. This is because they assumed that electroweak fermion-number

violation was rapid only at temperatures of order 100 to 300 GeV--that is only below the

phase transition. By considering the likely possibility that electroweak fermion-number

violation is rapid at temperatures T > Tc also we have derived our much more stringent

bound.)

IV. Summary

In conclusion, we have seen that contrary to naive expectations, rapid electroweak

fermion-number violating processes do not lead to a zero value of B + L, but rather

predict a definite nonzero value related to the B- L asymmetry. Moreover, provided

that there are rapid lepton flavor-mixing interactions, a definite relationship between the

electron-neutrino asymmetry and baryon asymmetry is predicted. In order to produce a

baryon asymmetry that survives the epoch(s) of rapid fermion-number violation, a B - L

asymmetry must be produced. In theories with lepton-number violation in the form of

Majorana neutrino masses, sphaleron processes together with L violation are likely to

9



reduce any B - L asymmetry--and hence any B asymmetry--to zero unless neutrino

masses are extremely small.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1: The Feynman diagram that leads to the dimension-five operator which violates lepton

number. N/z indicates the superheavy right-handed neutrino, VL the light left-handed

neutrino, ¢0 the neutral electroweak Higgs, and @0 a superheavy Higgs.
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